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Bring a brighter holiday to a Bring a brighter holiday to a 
single parent family.single parent family.



Many CARE students have lots of kids 
and mouths to feed.



Who are C.A.R.E. Students?Who are C.A.R.E. Students?



If your class would like to If your class would like to 
““adoptadopt”” a CARE Student this a CARE Student this 

Thanksgiving....Thanksgiving....

You will receive... You will receive... 
a wish list from the student with a note about a wish list from the student with a note about 
the student and his/her childrenthe student and his/her children
A box to decorate and fill with Thanksgiving A box to decorate and fill with Thanksgiving 
food itemsfood items
Go shopping with the list, buy the food items, Go shopping with the list, buy the food items, 
place them in the decorated boxplace them in the decorated box



A Typical Thankgiving Dinner A Typical Thankgiving Dinner 
BoxBox



How do we deliver the box?How do we deliver the box?

We ask the CARE student to We ask the CARE student to 
come to your class during come to your class during 
one of the three days before one of the three days before 
Thanksgiving to pick up the Thanksgiving to pick up the 
box and meet your class.box and meet your class.
You will know in advance You will know in advance 
what day and the expected what day and the expected 
time of arrival.time of arrival.



Thanks to ESL and Thanks to ESL and 
American American 
Language Language 
classesclasses……we made we made 
their day!their day!
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